Xmas BonBon
I originally purchased the pattern from Hatched and Patched and made the
original design. However I needed a lot more, so instead of using an embroidered
piece like the commercial pattern supplied, I created my own adaptation by using
fabric printed squares that I placed on the front instead. This makes each one an
“individuall”. I have also appliqued some with the initial of family members... so
the possibilities are endless. Try your hand at your own unique BoNBoN.
Disclosure:
I am NOT a professional pattern maker nor am I selling these BoNBoNs or pattern. This is how
I make my version. If you want to own your own commercial pattern... visit
Hatched and Patched for purchase details.

Choose two fabrics and decide what square you'd like on the front... printed square
or applique. This square should be no more than 3inch, however the one I used on
this one is only 2 1/2 inch.
Cut out a 9 1/2 inch x 10 1/2 inch piece of each fabric plus a piece of Pellon the same
size. You'll also need 2 x 12 inch lengths of pretty ribbon.
Attach the printed square to the outside fabric approx 1/2 inch down from the top in
the centre of the 10 1/2 inch edge. I blanket stitched mine on this one... but if you
wanted to applique an initial, add a plain piece of fabric then adhere your initial.
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Sandwich the layers... pellon on the bottom, then the lining fabric (right side up)
then the outside fabric (right side down) and stitch with a 1/4 inch seam... leaving
approx 2 inch opening for turning inside out.

Clip corners, then turn the bon bon inside out... press out all edges and iron flat.
Turn the open edge in and hand stitch to close.

Draw a straight line approx 1 1/2 inches in from short edge, down both sides of the
bon bon like this.
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Run a stitch along each line to gather.

Pull each thread tight, tie a 12inch piece of ribbon around each gather to hold tight.

Look what's inside.....

Cheers Cheryll
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Visit... Gone Stitchin Blog... http://stitchingcubbyhole.blogspot.com.au

